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Providing a timely and much-needed resource on LTAs, the book helps readers recognize the
importance and nature of teachers’ professional development, while also contributing to the
process of educational change. In order to achieve a suitable level of educational and policy
change, a research base for LTAs is called for. This book represents a step in the right
direction, introducing readers to essential research on the central role of LTAs in language
teachers’ development. Although pre-service and in-service education programs, to be found
at government and/or private institutions, are of great value, it is impossible to prepare
teachers for all the challenges they will face throughout their careers. In response, many
professional associations also provide a wide range of professional development activities for
their teacher members. The book will be of interest to language teachers, graduate students,
teacher educators and researchers, educational leaders and policymakers, as well as teacher
associations.
Gain the skills needed to converse in English with confidence! Conversing comfortably in a
new language can seem like a daunting task. This accessible guide will help you build the skills
to communicate in English with confidence. The book is packed with crystal-clear explanations,
numerous realistic examples, and dozens of engaging exercises to help you hone your
conversation skills. You’ll learn how to introduce yourself, make appointments, strike up
conversations, and much more. Practice Makes Perfect: English Conversation is organized
around 12 units that present specific conversational situations and common, everyday
scenarios. Each unit offers helpful instructions on correct pronunciation, grammar, syntax, and
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word usage. The exclusive McGraw-Hill Language app features streaming audio recordings of
all dialogues in the book plus the answers to more than 100 exercises. Practice Makes Perfect:
English Conversation will help you: • Engage in dialogues that illustrate practical conversations
• Expand your English vocabulary • Get clarification of new concepts with numerous realistic
examples • Reinforce your new conversational skills through extensive exercises • Test your
understanding of key themes in the book • Improve your pronunciation through audio dialogs
and exercises, online and via the McGraw-Hill Language app
Basics of English Grammar - A Short Grammar Book is a recently launched book of Sakha
Global Books publication to hold good command over English language. This is an excellent
resource for all students who wish to learn, write and speak English language from zero level.
Perfect for self-study, the series follows a guided-learning approach that gives students access
to a full answer key with model answers. Developed by experienced IELTS tutors, the series
takes into account the specific language needs of learners at this level. A lower-level exam
practice book designed to improve the level of students who plan to take the IELTS test in the
future. This book has been designed to help you learn English in an easy and proper way. This
is a clearly structured introductory English learning book intended to offer readers an advanced
fluency in both spoken and written English. English pronunciations are given in easy way
helping the readers to understand the complexities of English pronunciation. If one of those
sounds familiar to you, perhaps you have found the right book. This book is essential for you to
break through and not only improving your spoken skills but developing them so well
regardless of your age. Armed with the proven tips, tricks, and techniques in this book, you’ll
discover that you’ll be soaring to an entirely new and exciting level of learning within days. On
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top of that, these guidelines can be used nearly effortlessly. Proven Technique That Works
You’ll discover what “Immersion” is and how it can painlessly take you to a supreme status in
your studies. You’ll also learn about a related method of learning to pronounce English
fearlessly. It’s called the “Shadowing.” Once you try it you’ll realize why so many people
praise its effectiveness. Salient Features of the Book: • Self-Sufficient, Self-Study Book. •
Detailed Explanation of English Grammar Topics. • Easy tools for Written and Spoken English.
• Complete Guide to Error-free usage of English in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language
for better understanding. English is not an easy language to learn. But if you are using proper
methods to learn and speak, you’ll find that your next level of learning is just a click away.
Learn and adopt these techniques, tips, and many more secrets revealed in this book, and
your English fluency will be on a whole different level in 60 days ! Remember: Practice doesn't
make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect. Download Now and Start Speaking Fluent
English! is the ideal resource for everyone who wants to produce writing that is clear, concise,
and grammatically excellent. Whether you're creating perfect professional documents,
spectacular school papers, or effective personal letters, you'll find this handbook indispensable.
From word choice to punctuation to organization, English teacher Saleem Khan Anmol guides
you through getting your thoughts on paper with polish. Understanding the parts of speech and
elements of a sentence Avoiding the most common grammar and punctuation mistakes Using
correct punctuating in every sentence Writing clearly and directly Approaching writing projects,
whether big or small Easy to follow and authoritative, Basics of English Grammar - A Short
Grammar Book provides all the necessary tools to make you successful with every type of
written expression. is one of the most popular and widely used reference books on English
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Grammar. It not only helps the students to use the language, but also gives detailed
information about the language. - Sakha Global Books (Sakha Books)
How can English language teachers contribute to peace locally and globally? English language
teachers and learners are located in the global civil society – an international network of civil
organizations and NGOs related to human rights, the environment, and sustainable peace.
English, with its special role as an international language, is a major tool for communication
within this network. On the local level, many teachers are interested in promoting reconciliation
and sustainable peace, but often do not know how to do so. This book provides information,
analysis, and techniques to help teachers around the world take action toward this goal.
Balancing, in a readable and accessible way, the global and the local, core and periphery,
cultural diffusion and resistance, theory and practice, pessimism and optimism, outsider and
insider perspectives, the expert role and the apprentice role, and prescriptive and elicitive
methods, it offers an alternative to literature about critical applied linguistics, globalization, and
peace education that is simply too complex and wordy to spread easily from theoretician to the
classroom teacher. The English Teacher in Global Civil Society: synthesizes threads from
many fields and topics into a coherent and empowering argument for the activist role English
language teachers can take to promote social change draws on humanistic education, peace
education, cross-cultural understanding, problem-posing, cooperative learning, and critical
thinking methodologies to help English language teachers learn how to teach conflict resolution
skills in their classrooms covers issues in critical applied linguistics, approaches and
methodologies in ESL/EFL, global and local curricular issues, and specific skill areas such
reading, writing, and speaking suggests a new goal for English language teachers: global
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citizenship. This engaging, informative, provocative, and highly readable book is a welcome
resource for English language teacher trainers, pre-service teachers, practicing classroom
teachers, and Peace Corps workers around the world.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking Course It
contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the right way! Level:
Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading &
Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook has been written for all ages,
children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A
section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar
development - Vocabulary words include Arabic translations Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course is the easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has
taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking Course It
contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the right way! Level:
Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading &
Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook has been written for all ages,
children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A
section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses Page 5/28
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Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar
development - Vocabulary words include Lithuanian translations Teacher King’s English
Speaking Course is the easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King,
who has taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
Are you a beginner learning English as a second language? Everything you need is included in
"English for Everyone: Level 1: Beginner, Course Book" it's a grammar book, vocabulary
builder, and exercise course all in one. Learn to engage in everyday topics such as your job,
home, likes and dislikes, health, and more. This course book also covers how to talk about the
present. "English for Everyone: Level 1: Beginner, Course Book" covers the language skills,
vocabulary, and grammar needed for the major global English-language exams, including
TOEFL. All learning is practiced across speaking, listening, reading, and writing exercises,
offering rounded preparation for work, travel, study, and exams. Download the free app and
practice online with free listening exercises at www.dkefe.com. Series Overview: English for
Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers of
English as a second language. Innovative visual learning methods introduce key language
skills, grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and
writing exercises to make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit
www.dkefe.com to find out more."

English Grammar - Master in Just 30 Days is a recently launched book of Sakha Global Books (Sakha Books) publication to hold good command over
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English language. This is an excellent resource for all students who wish to learn,
write and speak English language from zero level. Perfect for self-study, the
series follows a guided-learning approach that gives students access to a full
answer key with model answers. Developed by experienced IELTS tutors, the
series takes into account the specific language needs of learners at this level. A
lower-level exam practice book designed to improve the level of students who
plan to take the IELTS test in the future. This book has been divided into sections
and each section has been further divided into lessons. have been given,
wherever necessary. Also, exercises are given at the end of every lesson for
practice and solutions at the end of the book. Salient Features of the Book: • SelfSufficient, Self-Study Book. • Detailed Explanation of English Grammar Topics. •
Easy tools for Written and Spoken English. • Complete Guide to Error-free usage
of English in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language for better understanding.
This book has been designed to help you learn English in an easy and proper
way. This is a clearly structured introductory English learning book intended to
offer readers an advanced fluency in both spoken and written English. English
pronunciations are given in easy way helping the readers to understand the
complexities of English pronunciation. - Author, Salim Khan Anmol
Eat English Squat English; How to Conquer English Grammar - is a recently
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launched book of Sakha Global Books publication to hold good command over
English language. This is an excellent resource for all students who wish to learn,
write and speak English language from zero level. Perfect for self-study, the
series follows a guided-learning approach that gives students access to a full
answer key with model answers. Developed by experienced IELTS tutors, the
series takes into account the specific language needs of learners at this level. A
lower-level exam practice book designed to improve the level of students who
plan to take the IELTS test in the future. This book has been designed to help
you learn English in an easy and proper way. This is a clearly structured
introductory English learning book intended to offer readers an advanced fluency
in both spoken and written English. English pronunciations are given in easy way
helping the readers to understand the complexities of English pronunciation. If
one of those sounds familiar to you, perhaps you have found the right book. This
book is essential for you to break through and not only improving your spoken
skills but developing them so well regardless of your age. Armed with the proven
tips, tricks, and techniques in this book, you’ll discover that you’ll be soaring to
an entirely new and exciting level of learning within days. On top of that, these
guidelines can be used nearly effortlessly. Proven Technique That Works You’ll
discover what “Immersion” is and how it can painlessly take you to a supreme
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status in your studies. You’ll also learn about a related method of learning to
pronounce English fearlessly. It’s called the “Shadowing.” Once you try it you’ll
realize why so many people praise its effectiveness. Salient Features of the
Book: • Self-Sufficient, Self-Study Book. • Detailed Explanation of English
Grammar Topics. • Easy tools for Written and Spoken English. • Complete Guide
to Error-free usage of English in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language for
better understanding. English is not an easy language to learn. But if you are
using proper methods to learn and speak, you’ll find that your next level of
learning is just a click away. Learn and adopt these techniques, tips, and many
more secrets revealed in this book, and your English fluency will be on a whole
different level in 60 days ! Remember: Practice doesn't make perfect. Perfect
practice makes perfect. Download Now and Start Speaking Fluent English! is the
ideal resource for everyone who wants to produce writing that is clear, concise,
and grammatically excellent. Whether you're creating perfect professional
documents, spectacular school papers, or effective personal letters, you'll find
this handbook indispensable. From word choice to punctuation to organization,
English teacher Saleem Khan Anmol guides you through getting your thoughts
on paper with polish. Understanding the parts of speech and elements of a
sentence Avoiding the most common grammar and punctuation mistakes Using
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correct punctuating in every sentence Writing clearly and directly Approaching
writing projects, whether big or small Easy to follow and authoritative, Basics of
English Grammar - A Short Grammar Book provides all the necessary tools to
make you successful with every type of written expression. is one of the most
popular and widely used reference books on English Grammar. It not only helps
the students to use the language, but also gives detailed information about the
language. - Sakha Global Books
2 Excellent English courses in 1 book! These is a comprehensive guide to
learning English correctly! Part one of this book includes Teacher King’s English
Beginner Course Book 1 – Russian Edition. Part two of this book includes
Teacher King’s English Speaking Course Book 1 - Russian Edition. Teacher
King’s English Beginner Course Book 1 Level: Beginner - Students should have
a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom
Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been written for all
ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons
with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 30 fun worksheets
for easy learning of vocabulary words - Common sentence structures for
everyday topics - Easy interactive worksheets to learn sentence structures Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - 30 phonetics with interactive pages
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- Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development Vocabulary words include Russian translations Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course Book 1 Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic
knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning &
Classroom Learn to speak English correctly! This workbook has been written for
all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons
with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and
everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs
for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets
to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the
lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development
- Vocabulary words include Russian translations Teacher King’s English
Courses are the easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L.
King, who has taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around
the world.
One child in five in America is the child of immigrants, and their numbers
increase each year. Based on an extraordinary interdisciplinary study that
followed 400 newly arrived children from the Caribbean, China, Central America,
and Mexico for five years, this book provides a compelling account of the lives,
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dreams, academic journeys, and frustrations of these youngest immigrants.
Reflections on Language Teacher Identity Research is the first book to present
understandings of language teacher identity (LTI) from a broad range of research
fields. Drawing on their personal research experience, 41 contributors locate LTI
within their area of expertise by considering their conceptual understanding of LTI
and the methodological approaches used to investigate it. The chapters are
narrative in nature and take the form of guided reflections within a common
chapter structure, with authors embedding their discussions within biographical
accounts of their professional lives and research work. Authors weave
discussions of LTI into their own research biographies, employing a personal
reflective style. This book also looks to future directions in LTI research, with
suggestions for research topics and methodological approaches. This is an ideal
resource for students and researchers interested in language teacher identity as
well as language teaching and research more generally.
2 Excellent English courses in 1 book! These is a comprehensive guide to
learning English correctly! Part one of this book includes Teacher King’s English
Beginner Course Book 1 – Spanish Edition. Part two of this book includes
Teacher King’s English Speaking Course Book 1 - Spanish Edition. Teacher
King’s English Beginner Course Book 1 Level: Beginner - Students should have
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a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom
Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been written for all
ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons
with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 30 fun worksheets
for easy learning of vocabulary words - Common sentence structures for
everyday topics - Easy interactive worksheets to learn sentence structures Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - 30 phonetics with interactive pages
- Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development Vocabulary words include Spanish translations Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course Book 1 Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic
knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning &
Classroom Learn to speak English correctly! This workbook has been written for
all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons
with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and
everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs
for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets
to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the
lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development
- Vocabulary words include Spanish translations Teacher King’s English
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Courses are the easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L.
King, who has taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around
the world.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English
Speaking Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to
speak English the right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should
have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Selflearning & Classroom This workbook has been written for all ages, children and
adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and
talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs
and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences
correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used
grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words
include Greek translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the
easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has
taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
More and more, ESL/EFL teachers are required by their employers to obtain a
Master’s degree in TESOL. Thousands of ESL/EFL teachers are acquiring
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professional skills and knowledge through online and distance education
instructional models. Filling a growing need and making an important
contribution, this book is a forerunner in addressing some of the issues and
problems for online distance learning and instructional delivery in TESOL and
applied linguistics departments in universities around the world. Carefully
addressing the complexity of the field, this volume includes primary research and
case studies of programs where a variety of online distance models are used.
Structured in a logical sequence, the readable and accessible content represents
the collected expertise of leading language teacher educators. Each chapter
brings the reader a better understanding and ability to apply knowledge about
online distance TESOL education.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English
Speaking Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to
speak English the right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should
have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Selflearning & Classroom This workbook has been written for all ages, children and
adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and
talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs
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and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences
correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used
grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words
include Turkish translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the
easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has
taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
Embracing a sociocultural perspective on human cognition and employing an
array of methodological tools for data collection and analysis, this volume
documents the complexities of second language teachers’ professional
development in diverse L2 teacher education programs around the world,
including Asia, South America, Europe, and North America, and traces that
development both over time and within the broader cultural, historical and
institutional settings and circumstances of teachers’ work. This systematic
examination of teacher professional development illuminates in multiple ways the
discursive practices that shape teachers’ knowing, thinking, and doing and
provides a window into how alternative mediational means can create
opportunities for teachers to move toward more theoretically and pedagogically
sound instructional practices within the settings and circumstances of their work.
The chapters represent both native and nonnative English speaking pre-service
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and in-service L2 teachers at all levels from K-12 through higher education, and
examine significant challenges that are present in L2 teacher education
programs.
This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking Course It contains 30
important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the right way! Level:
Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking,
Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook has
been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life 60 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30
phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy
interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step
grammar development - Vocabulary words include Czech translations Teacher
King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to learn English. Written by
ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a Second Language for
over 30 years around the world.
High-Speed Advanced EnglishIInd Revised EditionSakha Global Books (Sakha
Books)
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This volume examines the theoretical and practical issues related to
mentoring/peer mentoring as a support and development strategy for both preservice and in-service language teachers, and thereby offers a practical and
empirical introduction to the field. A stimulating and thorough examination of
mentoring and peer mentoring, integrating theory and practice as applied in
language teacher education in an Asian specific context. The author discusses
findings from a variety of qualitative and quantitative research studies in the light
of previous research and in the context of teacher learning theories. Teachers,
teacher educators, teacher trainers, supervisory coordinators and administrators
will find practical advice, while the volume will be a valuable source of research
information for researchers in teacher education and EFL teacher education, in
particular for those who wish to employ mentoring or peer mentoring as an
approach to teachers’ professional development.
This book is beneficial for those aspirants who are preparing for Rajasthan
Recruitment cum Eligibility Exam for Teacher (REET) English Language exam
like— PRT, TGT & PGT. In this book, we are covers the whole syllabus according
to a new pattern. We successfully represent main points of each topic in details &
on Multiple-choice question base too. I am sure & hopeful that this book will be
‘means of success’ for the aspirants.
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Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the
right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of
Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun
and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for
everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn
speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly
used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
Serbian translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to
learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a
Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
Product Description: High-Speed Advanced English- Revised IInd Edition is a recently
launched book of Sakha Global Books publication to hold good command over English
language. This is an excellent resource for all students who wish to learn, write and
speak English language from zero level to an advanced level. A perfect English
resource for self-study, the series follows a guided-learning approach that gives
students access to a full answer key with model answers. Developed by experienced
IELTS tutors, the series takes into account the specific language needs of learners at
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this level. A lower-level exam practice book designed to improve the level of students
who plan to take the IELTS test in the future. This book has been designed to help you
learn English in an easy and proper way. This is a clearly structured introductory
English learning book intended to offer readers an advanced fluency in both spoken
and written English. English pronunciations are given in easy way helping the readers
to understand the complexities of English pronunciation. A lot of students have studied
English for years but still aren’t able to speak English on an advanced level. They have
tried many methods, attending classes, learning how to pronounce every single word
and even getting a private English tutor to improve their spoken English, yet they still
have a hard time pronouncing English words correctly or feeling too nervous to speak.
The Best Proven Way to Learn and Speak English This book does not just tell you what
is required but also gives details and exercises for success. If you follow the book and
do the exercises, you will quickly see your speaking improve. You will be given the
knowledge and resources, but you must use the methods if you want to improve your
English speaking. This book has been divided into sections and each section has been
further divided into lessons. have been given, wherever necessary. Also, exercises are
given at the end of every lesson for practice and solutions at the end of the book.
Salient Features of the Book: • Self-Sufficient, Self-Study Book. • Detailed Explanation
of English Grammar Topics. • Easy tools for Written and Spoken English. • Complete
Guide to Error-free usage of English in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language for
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better understanding. This book has been designed to help you learn English in an
easy and proper way. This is a clearly structured introductory English learning book
intended to offer readers an advanced fluency in both spoken and written English.
English pronunciations are given in easy way helping the readers to understand the
complexities of English pronunciation. - Author, Salim Khan Anmol
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the
right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of
Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun
and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for
everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn
speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly
used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
Romanian translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to
learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a
Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
This book uncovers the challenges posed by globalization to Asian jurisdictions in
English language teaching and teacher education.
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Teacher Language Awareness (TLA) is an area of increasing interest to those involved
in language teacher education. This book provides an introduction to the nature of TLA,
assesses its impact upon teaching and its potential impact on learning. The book
focuses specifically on grammar. It aims to encourage teachers and others involved in
language education to think more deeply about the importance of TLA ad to adopt a
more principled approach to the planning of those parts of their programmes
assosciated with it.
Current Issues in Second/Foreign Language Teaching and Teacher Development:
Research and Practice represents a collection of selected papers from the 17th World
Congress of the International Association of Applied Linguistics (AILA), which was held
in August 2014 in Brisbane, Australia. The volume comprises 18 chapters presenting
current research projects and discussing issues related to second language acquisition,
teaching and teacher education in a variety of contexts from around the world. This
collection of research papers will be of use to both new and seasoned researchers in
the field of applied linguistics. Teacher educators, language teachers and language
policy makers will find this volume equally useful as the papers address current issues
in language education.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the
right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of
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Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun
and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for
everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn
speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly
used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
Russian translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to
learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a
Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the
right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of
Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun
and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for
everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn
speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly
used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
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Korean translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to
learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a
Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
This volume offers a series of actual dilemmas within language classrooms that are
designed to promote reflection and discussion. It applies the case-based pedagogy
often used in business and other fields to that of second language teacher education to
encourage pre- and in-service teachers to grapple with the types of dilemmas and
decisions teachers confront every day. Case-based pedagogy resists simple
resolutions and easy answers; the activities that precede and follow each case are
designed to stimulate analysis and discussion and allow users to draw on theoretical
foundations while making critical practical connections. The cases represent a range of
classroom contexts: K–12 ESL/sheltered English immersion, modern foreign language,
and post-secondary EAP; private, charter, and public schools; and urban and suburban
settings. The book is ideally suited to College/School of Education and MA TESOL
courses but will also be useful in professional development workshops for all types of
language teachers.
The field of TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) stands at an
active crossroads – issues of language, culture, learning, identity, morality, and
spirituality mix daily in classrooms around the world. What roles might teachers’
personal religious beliefs play in their professional activities and contexts? Until
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recently, such questions had been largely excluded from academic conversations in
TESOL. Yet the qualitative research at the core of this book, framed and presented
within a teacher knowledge paradigm, demonstrates that personal faith and
professional identities and practices can, and do, interact and interrelate in ways that
are both meaningful and problematic. This study’s Christian TESOL teacher
participants, working overseas in Southeast Asia, perceived, explained, and interpreted
a variety of such connections within their lived experience. As a result, the beliefspractices nexus deserves to be further theorized, researched, and discussed. Religious
beliefs and human spirituality, as foundational and enduring aspects of human thought
and culture, and thus of teaching and learning, deserve a place at the TESOL table.
This up-close look at Chinese ESL teachers documents undertakings at formal and
informal levels to support and sustain their expertise in ways that balance collaborative
and competitive efforts, situated and standards-based programs, ethnically responsive
and government-based efforts, and traditional and 21st-century teaching visions.
English is a mandated subject for approximately 400 million Chinese public school
students. Making transparent the training and professional development received
respectively by pre-service and in-service teachers, this book provides a rare window
into how Chinese English Language teachers (ELTs) reconcile the two needs with the
responsibility to teach large numbers of students while also navigating societal, cultural,
and institutional cross currents. It also explores the range of ways China invests in the
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training and professional development of its English language teachers.
This book provides a multifaceted, multilayered examination of the processes and
challenges language teachers face in constructing their professional identities in
multilingual contexts such as Hong Kong. It focuses on how professional and personal
identities are enacted as individuals cross geographic, educational, and socio-cultural
boundaries to become English language teachers in Hong Kong. It explores the
construction of language teachers’ professional identities from multiple perspectives in
multiple settings, including pre-service and in-service teachers from Hong Kong,
Mainland China, and Western countries. Understanding the difficulties and challenges
these language teachers face in their identity and professional development is of
relevance to teachers and teacher educators, as well as those interested in becoming
language teachers in multilingual contexts.
Over the last two decades, Chile has been driven by an economic imperative to build
the capability of citizens to be competent in the English language, resulting in a high
demand for teachers of English. As a consequence, teacher education programs have
modified their curricula to meet the challenges of educating teachers of English as a
global language. This book explores EFL teacher education in order to further
understand the nature of teacher learning in second language education environments,
examining the varying motives, actions and mediating tools that shaped how a cohort of
pre-service teachers learnt to teach EFL in Chile. Framed by a cultural historical activity
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theory (CHAT) perspective, chapters use key qualitative research to determine how
specific factors can help and hinder the effective preparation of teachers, illuminating
contradictory dynamics between local and national policies, teacher education
programs, and pre-service views and classroom realities. The book makes an important
contribution to the growing debate surrounding the design of EFL teacher education
policy, curriculum and learning strategies, emphasising the importance of engaging preservice teachers in learning to teach EFL, and the interrelated factors that shape this
learning. English Language Teacher Education in Chile will be of key interest to
academics, researchers and postgraduate students in the fields of teacher education,
curriculum studies, and English language teaching (ESL/EFL), as well as policy
makers, TESOL organisations, and those interested in applying a CHAT perspective to
language teaching and learning.
2 Excellent English courses in 1 book! These is a comprehensive guide to learning
English correctly! Part one of this book includes Teacher King’s English Beginner
Course Book 1 – Romanian Edition. Part two of this book includes Teacher King’s
English Speaking Course Book 1 - Romanian Edition. Teacher King’s English Beginner
Course Book 1 Level: Beginner - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading
& Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best
way! This workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This
workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words
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used in daily life - 30 fun worksheets for easy learning of vocabulary words - Common
sentence structures for everyday topics - Easy interactive worksheets to learn sentence
structures - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - 30 phonetics with interactive
pages - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development Vocabulary words include Romanian translations Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course Book 1 Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic
knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom
Learn to speak English correctly! This workbook has been written for all ages, children
and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and talks Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different
tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to
reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step
grammar development - Vocabulary words include Romanian translations Teacher
King’s English Courses are the easiest way to learn English. Written by ESL specialist,
Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a Second Language for over 30 years around
the world.
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